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Stamford Through the Years
Ferguson to Host 375th Timeline

STAMFORD, August 25, 2016 – Get an up close look at 375 years of Stamford history with a colorful, informative timeline that will wind its way through three floors of the Main Library, DiMattia Building. The public is invited to an opening reception for the Stamford Through the Years installation on Monday, September 12 at 3 p.m. at the Library.

Stamford Through The Years looks at the city’s evolution from a small, agrarian community to the expansive and sophisticated city of today. The timeline was created by members of the “Stamford 375 Years Strong” committee. It celebrates Stamford’s 375 year history by highlighting significant milestones and events over time. As you follow the timeline through the centuries, and climb to various levels of the Library, you will get a better understanding of how and why Stamford became the metropolitan center it is today.

“While researching and designing the timeline, I wanted something that would be engaging and easy to follow,” says Vincent Murace of VCGraphics. “One of my
goals was to make sure that the timeline would have a collection of images that have either never been seen or have not been seen in many years.” Mr. Murace also serves as Vice Chairman of the Stamford Historical Society. “The whole process was a labor of love,” he adds. “I’m thrilled to share this exhibit with the public.”

“We are delighted to host this gorgeous installation. The timeline really gives you a sense of how rich our history is,” said Alice Knapp, President of The Ferguson Library. “The Library is the perfect place for it because so many people come through the building and will be able to enjoy it.”

*Stamford Through the Years* is funded by the city of Stamford as part of its anniversary celebration. The exhibit was created as a collaborative effort between The Ferguson Library, Stamford Historical Society, Simply Signs and VCGraphics.

On September 29, you can continue your celebration of the city with a visit to the Stamford Historical Society’s new exhibit, *Stamford at 375*. Additional artifacts and images will be on view, along with more details on our city’s evolution.